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Abstract. The transverse vibrations of a flexible connecting rod in an otherwise rigid slider-crank mechanism are 
considered. An analytical approach using the method of multiple scales is adopted and particular emphasis is placed on 
nonlinear effects which arise from finite deformations. Several nonlinear resonances and instabilities are investigated, and 
the influences of important system parameters on these resonances are examined in detail. 
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1. Introduction 
High operating speeds, superior reliability and accurate performance are major characteristics of 
modern industrial machinery and commercial equipment. The traditional rigid body analysis which 
presumes low operating speeds becomes insufficient for describing the performance of such high 
speed machinery. A thorough understanding of the dynamic behavior of machine elements 
undergoing high speed operations is necessary in these situations. It is the purpose of this 
investigation to present an analytical approach for describing the dynamic response of an elastic 
mechanism element and provide a theoretical explanation for some of the dynamic phenomena 
observed in both numerical and experimental works [1-4]. One of the simplest and most common 
mechanisms, the slider-crank mechanism, is selected to demonstrate this approach. 
In this investigation, the vibration associated with a flexible connecting rod of an otherwise 
rigid, in-line, planar crank mechanism is considered. This problem is equivalent to determining 
the flexural response of a simply supported beam which is subjected to: (1) support motion which 
arises from the motion of the crank shaft and the mechanism kinematic constraints, (2) an axial 
load arising from the friction force applied to the slider end and the inertial force of the slider 
mass, and (3) concentrated frictional moments which exist due to the presence of bearing friction. 
Similar systems have been investigated by several authors. A brief survey of past work is 
provided below, more complete information is found in the review articles [5, 6, 7, 8]. 
Neubauer et al. [9] examined the transverse deflection of an elastic connecting rod of a 
slider-crank mechanism by neglecting the longitudinal deformation, the Coriolis, relative tangen- 
tial, and relative normal components of acceleration. By using the method of averaging and 
assuming a small length ratio, Jasinski et al. [10, 11] investigated the dynamic stability of a flexible 
connecting rod in a slider-crank mechanism. Viscomi and Ayre [4] examined the nonlinear 
bending response of the connecting rod. Chu and Pan [1] carried out a similar study by making use 
of the Kantorovich method and the method of weighted residuals. Their results show that the 
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effect of small viscous damping on longitudinal vibration is small and can be neglected. Moreover, 
a sudden increase in the amplitude of the steady state response for a small increase of the 
operating frequency, i.e., the jump phenomenon, was also observed. By applying a regular 
perturbation method to Euler-Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam models, Badlani and Kleinhenz 
[12] considered the dynamic stability of the undamped elastic connecting rod of an in-line 
slider-crank, and compared the results from each approach. Tadjbakhsh [13] introduced a general 
method for obtaining a single partial differential equation describing the transverse vibration of an 
undamped elastic link of a mechanism which contains evolutes only, using a two-parameter 
perturbation approach. Zhu and Chen [14] studied the stability of the response of the connecting 
rod by using a regular perturbation technique. Badlani and Midha [15] studied the effect of 
internal material damping on the dynamic response of a slider-crank mechanism by using a regular 
perturbation method. Both steady-state and transient solutions were determined and compared to 
results obtained from the undamped connecting rod. Farhang and Midha [16] have carried out a 
detailed study of the parameter regions in which parametric instabilities can occur in this system, 
and have included several modes in this study. Beale and Lee [17] have studied the motion of the 
flexible connecting rod of a slider-crank mechanism with a direct variational approach. 
In addition of the analytical and computational works described above, some experimental 
work had been carried out. Golebiewski and Sadler [2] determined the bending stress at the 
midpoint of the elastic connecting rod analytically and experimentally for a model derived by a 
lumped parameter approach using d'Alembert's principle and Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. 
Beale et al. have recently carried out an experimental study of a system very similar to the one 
considered herein, and found responses consistent with their analysis [19] and the present work. 
Sutherland [3] studied a fully elastic, planar four-bar mechanism analytically and experimentally. 
All previous stability investigations considered a nonhomogeneous Mathieu equation to 
describe the stability of transverse vibration, and only linear stability analyses were provided. The 
existence of superharmonic, subharmonic and combination resonances have been observed both in 
simulations and experiments [1-4, 18]. The present investigation is aimed at providing a picture of 
the overall nonlinear response, with a particular focus on the superharmonic and subharmonic 
resonances, and their associated stability. 
In the course of this study, extensive use was made of the computer assisted symbolic 
manipulation program Mathemat ica  TM. This was essential in the lengthy calculations involved in 
the perturbation procedures. In a companion paper [20], the authors provide a detailed investiga- 
tion of a discrete parameter model which is obtained from the continuous parameter model 
investigated here, including extensive simulation results. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the basic assumptions and the 
derivation of the partial differential equations and boundary conditions used to describe the 
system. Section 3 provides the analysis of the equations of motion by using the method of multiple 
scales (MMS). Section 4 distills the results from Section 3 into a discussion of the effects of several 
dimensionless parameters on the system response. The paper is closed with some conclusions in 
Section 5. 
2. Mathematical Modeling 
In this section, equations describing the rotary, axial and transverse dynamic responses associated 
with a flexible connecting rod of an otherwise rigid slider crank mechanism are derived. The basic 
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assumptions which are used in deriving these equations of motion are given in Section 2.1. Based 
on these assumptions, the equations describing the axial and transverse deflections associated with 
the connecting rod, and the associated boundary conditions are derived in Section 2.2. In Section 
2.3 the equations of motion and their associated boundary conditions are then converted into 
dimensionless form in order to minimize the number of the system parameters. 
2.1. Basic Assumptions 
In deriving the equations which describe the axial and transverse deflections associated with the 
flexible connecting rod, the following assumption are employed: 
• Concerning the connecting rod AB: 
1. It is an elastic member with uniform cross-section and is made of a viscoelastic material. 
2. All quantities are assumed to be independent of z, the out-of-plane coordinate. 
3. Plane cross-section remain plane after deformation. 
4. It is simply supported at both ends, with rotary damping at the pivot ends (to model bearing 
effects). 
5. Under deformation, point C on rod AB moves to point C'; see Figure 1. 
6. Shear deformation and rotary inertia are included. 
• Concerning the crank element OA: 
1. It is perfectly rigid. 
2. It rotates with constant crank speed, ~o. 
• Concerning the slider mass D: 
1. There is no clearance and no offset. 
2. There exists a velocity-dependent friction force acting between the slider and its contact 
surface. 
3. No external forces are applied to the piston. 
With these assumptions, we now proceed to derive equations which describe the axial, 
transverse and rotary vibrations associated with the connecting rod AB. 
2.2. Equations of Motion 
Consider the slider-crank mechanism shown in Figure 1. The reference frames OXY and oxy 
represent the fixed and moving coordinate systems associated with the rigid slider-crank mecha- 
nism, respectively. Let u(x, t) and v(x, t) represent the axial and transverse displacements, 
respectively, of the connecting rod as measured in the moving coordinate system. The moving 
coordinate system oxy is shown in Figure 1 with its origin located at the connecting point on the 
crank and its x-axis passing along the axis of the undeformed coupler. We now consider a point C 
located at (x, 0) in the moving frame, which moves to point C' after deformation. Modeled by the 
embedded geometric constraint method [21, 22], the position vector ~ of Point C' can be expressed 
as 
== (x + u)[+ v] (1) 
where i and j are the unit vectors along the x- and y-axes, respectively. The derivation of the 
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Fig. 1. Slider crank mechanism with flexible connecting rod (deformed state), 
X 
acceleration components  begins with the following well-known result from dynamics [23, 24]: 
= A~, ,  + ~ x ( ~  x ~) + ~, x ~ + ~,, + 2 ~  x r t = axi + ayj (2) 
which allows the absolute acceleration of a point to be written in terms of a moving frame of 
reference and where fi is the absolute acceleration as seen from a fixed coordinate system, Aabs is 
the absolute acceleration of the moving frame, ~ is position vector of the particle as viewed from 
the moving frame, and is defined in equation (1), and G is the angular velocity of the moving 
frame. 
Substituting equation (1) into equation (2), we obtain 
2 
a x = - r w  cos(wt - 9b) + u . -  oh, v, - ch.v - ch~(x + u) (3) 
2 o "~ 
ay = - r t o  sin(wt - 4 )  + 47,( x + u) + 2 4 , u ,  + v,, - 4 2 v  (4) 
where a subscript t represents the partial derivative with respect to the time variable, r is the throw 
of the crank shaft, 4' represents the angle between AB and OB, measured positive counter- 
clockwise, and a x and ay are the acceleration components along the x and y axes, respectively. 
Consider a segment of the beam of length Ax taken from the connecting rod as shown in 
Figure 2. After  deformation,  the angle between the median line and the x-axis is given as 
= 0 + ( s )  
where O(x, t) is the bending angle and y ( x ,  t) is the shear angle. Let  a material point located at 
(x, y) in the undeformed state move to (x', y ' )  after deformation. Therefore  
x '  -- x + u - y sin 0 (6) 
y '  = v + y cos 0 (7) 
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Fig. 2. Displacement of a beam element. 
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where u ( x ,  t)  and v ( x ,  t )  are the displacements of the median line along the x and y directions, 
respectively, and O(x,  t )  is the bending angle. The length of an undeformed line element  (dx, 0) is 
given in the deformed state by 
d s  = ~ d x  '2 + d y  '2 = ~ / [ v  x + ( y  cos 0)x] 2 + [1 + u x - (y  sin O)x] 2 d x  (8) 
where a subscript x stands for the partial derivative with respect to the spatial variable x. The 
relative elongation in the x-direction is defined as 
ds , v 
e -  1 = ( ~ v ;  + (1 + u x ) ' -  1 ) -  yO x = e o - yO x (9) 
dx 
where e0 is the relative elongation of the median line. From the geometry  of the deflection curve 
shown in Figure 2, we also have 
V x v X 1 + U x 
- - - - ,  sin a = - - ,  cos a -- (10) 
tan a 1 + u~ 1 + e 0 1 + e 0 
where e 0 is defined in equation (9). 
The connecting rod is assumed to be made of a viscoelastic material  which is described by 
models  built f rom discrete elastic and viscous elements. In this work, we assume that the 
connecting rod is made of a linear Kelvin-Voigt  material.  Therefore ,  the stress-strain-time 
relationship for this material  is given by 
cr = E e  +/zce , (11) 
where o- is the normal stress, and e is the strain, E is the elastic spring constant,  and /z  is the 
effective dashpot  coefficient. Based on this, we obtain the following equations for the normal  
stress o-xx and the shear stress O~y: 
~rx~ = E e  + lace ~ = E e  o - EyO x + t Z c e o , -  i~cYO~ , , (12) 
O~y = G y  . (13) 
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Next, we express the axial force N, bending moment M and shear force Q according to 
N = fA ¢~x d A  = E A e  o + tzcAeo,  (14) 
M = fA O'x~Y d A  = - E I O ~  - tXclO~, (15) 
Q = fA Sxy d A  = k ' G A y  (16) 
where A is the cross-sectional area, I is the area moment of the inertia of the cross-section, and k' 
is a shear correction factor [25]. 
The equations of motion are obtained by considering the balance of forces and moments in a 
free body diagram of the element depicted in Figure 2. From this, the following equations are 
derived: 
(N cos o-)x = (Q sin 0)~ = p A a x  , (17) 
(Nsin ~)~ + (Q cos 0)x = p A a y ,  (18) 
M x - Q(1 + eo)cos(a - 0) = - J ~ ,  (19) 
where the acceleration components a x and ay are defined by equations (3) and (4), p stands for the 
density (mass per unit volume) of the connecting rod, and J is the mass moment of inertia per unit 
length. With equations (10) and (16), equation (19) reduces to 
go. + EZOxx - ~clOxx, 
Q = (20) 
v~ sin 0 + (1 + u x) cos 0 " 
In deriving this equation, it is assumed that i, E, and/x c are independent of x. From equations (5) 
and (16), a can be expressed as 
O 
= 0 + 3 , = 0 +  k ' A G "  (21) 
The x and y components of the equation of motion are obtained by substituting equations (10), 
(14) and (20) into equations (17) and (18), yielding 
EA (l+.x)-Vv~+(l+u~). + , c A  ( l + . x ) - x / v ~ + ( l + u x ) .  x x I 
[ Jo,, - EZOx~ - ~c lCx,  | 
E A  v x Vv ~ _]_ (-{ _~ U x )  2 x 
[ Jo,, -_E!Oxx z "cI¢.,  ] 
+L vxtan0 + ( 1 T ~  Jx 
= p A a  x , (22) 
+ l x c A  vs ~ / v 2 + ( l + u ~ )  2 ~, 
= p A a y  . (23) 
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Substituting equations (20) and (21) into equation (10), the 0 equation of motion is obtained 
( J O t t - E I O ~ - I z c l O x ~ t  ) vx (24) 
tan 0 + k , A G [ v ~ n O T ~ + u x ) c o s 0  ] - l + u ~  
The boundary conditions associated with these equations are derived in the following section. 
2 . 3 .  N o n d i m e n s i o n a l i z a t i o n  
The equations and their associated boundary conditions are converted into dimensionless form in 
order to minimize the number of system parameters. To achieve this, the following dimensionless 
parameters are introduced: 
u v x r m 4  E J 2 I 
L ' v L ' x =  L " ~ - ~ ,  S -  p A L  ' a~ k ' G  c(~ 71 A L  2 , 
4 
2 = __ /tc wit ktb ~" P's 
E l ~ r  4 [~ m , [ =  ¢°1't " it2 - 2 E  , Iz~ - 1~4 - 2 p A L m 1  ' colt = p A L  4 ' wl  t - 2 p A L 3 ~ o I ~  
Before proceeding to convert equations (22), (23) and (24) into dimensionless form, the physical 
meanings of these parameters are given. The parameter ~ is the ratio of the throw length of the 
crank shaft to the length of the connecting rod, and is referred to hereafter as the l e n g t h  r a t i o .  The 
parameter S is the ratio of the mass of the slider to the mass of the connecting rod, and is specified 
as the m a s s  r a t i o .  The parameter ~/= ~ represents the slenderness ratio of the connecting rod. 
The parameter a 2 is associated with the effects of shear deformation. The parameter a s is 
associated with the effects of rotary inertia. The parameter ~ is the ratio of the operating 
frequency to the first flexural natural frequency of the static connecting rod, wl,, and is referred to 
as the f r e q u e n c y  r a t i o .  The parameter P-2 represents the damping effects of the internal material 
damping of the connecting rod. The parameter/z 3 represents the effects of the bearing friction 
applied at joints A and B. The parameter tt 4 represents the friction force acting between the slider 
and its contact surface. 
With these dimensionless parameters, equation (22) becomes, after dropping the overbars for 
notational convenience, 
(1 + u~) - ~/(1 + u,) 2 + v~ ' ~/(1 4- Ux) 2 4- U .  x t  
- + ~ / ~  
a3- 0~r ( l + u x ) c o t 0 + v  x .,- ( l + u ~ ) c o t 0 + v ~ . ,  
I 0 x, } +2P'e'92 ( l + u x ) c o t 0 + v , _ ,  
= T~27T4[-- ~ ' ~  2 C O S ( ~ t  --  (~) 4- l ' t t  - -  2c~,v,  - ck,,v - ch~(x  + u)]. (25) 
Under the rescaling, equation (23) becomes 
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[ Vx ] [ v_~ ] 
v.~ V ( I + u - 7 ) Z + v 2  +2 /x  ~ v X ~ / ( l + u ~ ) 2 + v 2  x, 
44 I 0,, I - e l  0~x ] 
+ * ~ o r %  ( l + U x ) + V ~ t a n  0 x ( l + u . ) + v x t a n O  
- -  2 ~ 2 . / 2  (1 + U~) + Vx tan 0 x 
~- */277"4[-- ~"~2 sin ~ t  -- 4) + 4),,(x + u) + 24)tu, -- v ,  -- 4)~v], (26) 
and equa t ion  (24) becomes  
2 4 
tan(O+oe2*/2a3*/TrO"--Oxx--ZtZ2Oxx') - vx (27) 
~ - + - ~ )  c o ~ - 7  ~ s~n O / 1 + u x 
T h e  bounda ry  condi t ions are now in t roduced,  and these are p resen ted  in their  rescaled form.  T he  
fol lowing condi t ions are ob ta ined  at point  A: 
0(0, t) = 0 ,  
v(0, t) = 0 ,  
Ox(O, t) = 2 /x3 [ • -  4 ) , -  v~,(0, t ) ] .  




last condi t ion  
represen ts  the m o m e n t  balance on point  A which includes the bear ing friction. The  following 
condi t ions  are ob ta ined  at point  B: 
v(1, t) = - u ( 1 ,  t) tan 4) ,  (31) 
0.(1, t) = 2/x3[-  4) , + vx,(1 , t ) ] ,  (32) 
I ~1+., ] [ 1+.  ] 
-- + 2 / x  2 ( l + u x ) - -  V (  1 +  Ux) 2+vx t (1 °v /2x) ~/(1_}_ Ux)2_}_ U2 2 
- -  + + 2 / x 2 . / -  (1 + Ux) cot 0 + v x a3*/ (1 + ux) cot 0 + v (1 + Ux) cot 0 + v x 
"1- S*/2,w4[-- ~ ~  2 COS ( • l  - 4)) ~- utt -- 24)tv t - 4),,v - 4) ~(x + u)l 
[ " :1 [ " 1 - - -  z tan 4) --  2 /~  2 O x ~ ( 1  + ux) 2 + v x ' - vx ~ ( l + u x )  + v  - 2 tan4)  
- * / ~ r a  3 ( l + u x ) + V ~ t a n  0 t a n 4 ) +  ( l + U x ) + V .  tan 0 tan4)  
I Oxx 1 
+21Xa*/z ( l + u . ~ T v ~ t a n  0 t a n 4 )  
- -  S*/2"j3-4[- ~ ~  2 sin F t t -  4) + 4),,(x + u) + 24),u, - v,, - 4)2v] tan 4) 
Zt  2 4 
+ 2*/27r4/x4 ~ + 2*/7r/*4[u,  - v, tan 4)] = 0 .  (33) 
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The first condition arises since point B can only move along the X-axis. The second condition 
arises from the balance of the moments at point B. Condition (33) comes from the force balance 
on B along the X-axis. 
Equations (25) and (33) form the basis of the mathematical analysis in this paper. Note that 
there are two main sources of nonlinearity: (1) an inertial nonlinearity arises from the inertial 
force associated with the slider mass and (2) a geometric nonlinearity stems from the foreshorten- 
ing induced by finite transverse deformation. 
3. Analysis of the Model 
In the present section, equations (25), (26) and (27) with boundary conditions (28) to (33) are 
analyzed by applying the method of multiple scales [26]. To apply this method, a small parameter 
must be determined which will be used as a basic unit in scaling the response and the other 
parameters. For the current problem, the slenderness ratio ~/ of the flexible connecting rod is 
chosen to be the small parameter. The axial and transverse displacements u(x, t) and v(x, t) are 
expressed in asymptotic series in terms of T1. The partial differential equations describing the 
dynamic behavior of the connecting rod are then expanded with these assumed solution se- 
quences, yielding a sequence of linear partial differential equations. The dynamic response 
associated with the elastic connecting rod is approximated by sequentially solving these equations. 
In Section 3.1, the method of multiple scales (MMS) is used to outline each individual 
resonance case. In Section 3.2, the case of the principal parametric resonance is considered. In 
Section 3.3, the case of primary resonance is examined. Superharmonic resonances of order 1/2 is 
studied in Section 3.4. 
3.1. Application of  the Method of  Multiple Scales (MMS)  
To apply MMS, we need to introduce a set of new independent time variables T,, according to 
T~ = •"t  (34) 
where e is a small parameter which is related to the slenderness ratio of the connecting rod. The 
slenderness ratio of the connecting rod is scaled by defining 
2 2 (35) 
: ~ i  • . 
where c~ is a constant of O(1). Moreover, the length ratio ~: is scaled according to 
= e ~ ,  (36) 
where ~:1 = O(1). In the MMS, derivatives with respect to t become expansions in terms of the 
partial derivatives with respect to T n according to 
d _ 0 3 2 0 
dt 0 T o + • - ~  + ~ + . . . .  D° + eD, + •-D 2 + . . .  (37) 
d 2 
dt 2 D~ + 2eDoD ~ + e2(DZ~ + 2DoD2) + - • • (38) 
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where D/stands for the partial derivative with respect to the independent time variable T/. It is 
next assumed that the solutions u(x, t) and v(x, t) can be represented by expansions having the 
forms: 
u(x,t) = • U l ( X  , To, T1, T2) + •2u2(x, To, T1, T2) + • 3 U 3 ( X  , To, T1, T2) + . . - ,  (39) 
v(x, t) = I~Ul (X  , To, T1, T2) + eZvz(x, To, T1, T2) + f f 3 / ) 3 ( x  , To, T1, T2) + . "  . (40) 
Note that the number of independent time scales Ti needed depends upon the order to which the 
expansions are carried out. For the present problem, it is sufficient to expand the solutions out to 
O(e3). Therefore, only the first three time scales are used in the expansions. 
There are three damping parameters, /x 2, /x 3 and /x 4, involved in equations (25), (26) and 
(27). These damping parameters are rescaled in such a way that they will show up in the final 
resonant condition together with a detuning parameter which is related to the nearness of the 
frequency ratio f~ to a resonance condition. A trial and error approach is used to show that the 
damping parameter ~2 must be of order O(e2), 1% of order 0 ( •  2) and ix 4 of order O(1) in order to 
satisfy this requirement. This leads to the following ordering of these damping coefficients in terms 
of •: 
2 3 ( 4 1 )  
/1.£2 = • ~ff~22 ' ~/~3 = ~ /'/"32 ' JI'~4 = J1"£40 " 
Substituting equations (35)-(41) into equation (27), expanding and gathering the like powered 
terms in •, yields the following result which relates 0 to v: 
( 3 ) 
2 E3 Ulx 
0 : ~:l.)lx At- • /flZx -I- U3x dc " ~  -~ Ol 10g21.)lxxx n c O ( e 4 )  . (42) 
This result is used to eliminate 0, yielding two dynamic equations in terms of u and v. Substituting 
equations (35)-(42) into equation (9), expanding and equating the coefficients of e n, we obtain 
the following expansions for the elongation e 0 of the median line along the connecting rod: 
e o = Eeo, + •2e% + ~3eo3 + •4(eo~ + 4eo2V21x) + 0(~ 5) 
=eulx+ •2(U2x+ V~] + •3(u3x+ 2 / VlxVzx) 
U lx U'~x 2 
.~_ • 4  _[_ _~_ ~ ..[_ - -  4 + + O(e ~) (43) 
where e0/represents the j-th order term in the expansion of e 0 which is defined in equation (9). 
Applying the same procedure to the equations of motion (25)-(27), the following sequence of 
equations is obtained: 
O r d e r  • 
Ulx x = (e0,)x = 0,  (44) 
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Order e-  
9 
2 /~ = (e%)x = 0 ,  
O r d e r  •- 
( u 3 .  + v , y 2 x ) x  = (eo3) ~ = -c~ l ~-4(lf~2 cos O T , ,  , 
0{17r4Oovl + OglVl ..... = ( e o Y l ) ,  + °/1 37"4~1~2(1 - x ) s i n  O T  o , 
O r d e r  e 4 
'~ 4 '9 
(eo4) , + 2 t z 2 2 ( D o e o 2 ) x  - (eo2v- lx )x  + c~l(vl,vl,x.,.) , = cq 7r [ O ; u  2 - ~1122vl  sin ~)T o 
- ~:i~)~-v, sin O T  o + 2sc~f~(Dov~) cos f~T o + ~ :~2  sin 2 f~To _ sc~O: x c°s  2 f~T()], 
4 
Ce I 77" DoU 2 + CelU 2 . . . . . .  = (eo3Ol.r)x + (e%U2x)x  --  2 a l  7r4(DoOlOi)  
+ O~ I q r 4 ~ : ~  2 COS f~T. sin f~T,,,  
By applying the same procedure  to the boundary  condit ions,  
b o u n d a r y  condi t ion equa t ion  is de termined:  
O r d e r  • 
u ~ = v ~ = V l  = 0 ,  a t x = 0 ,  
u t ~  = v~ = v ~  x = O , a t x = l ,  
O r d e r  •2 
u~ = v~ = vex  x = O , a t x = 0 ,  
O r d e r  •3 
b / 3 =  U 3 = 0 ,  
2 Ulxx 
v 3 ~ =  - ° q % v I  ....... - v l ~  2 2 t x 3 D ~ v L ~  - 2 / x 3 ¢ l ~ c o s l ) T  o, a t x = 0 ,  
U 3 = 0 ,  
4 
(/13x -1- UlxU2x) = S0/1 77" ~1~'~ - c o s  f~T o + 2c~, ~4J.Z40~I ~'~ s i n  O T  o , 
2 Ulxx 
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It can be shown that u~(x, T o, TI, T2)=0 ,  and hence all the terms involving products with 
u~(x, T o, T~, T2) are dropped. This result is obtained by first solving equation (44) which gives 
Ul(X, T o, TI,  T2) = b l ( T o ,  T1,  T z ) X  = b z ( T 0 ,  T~, T2) .  By applying boundary conditions (50) and 
(51), it is seen that b I = b 2 = 0. Hence, u~(x, To, Ta, T2) must be zero. This indicates that, for a 
simply-supported, slender beam, the axial deformation is much smaller than the transverse 
deformation. 
Next, we consider equation (45) and its associated boundary condition (53). Together, they 
reveal that 
,) ( ? )  U2x + = e% = 0.  (56) 
Consequently, equation (47) reduces to the following partial differential equation for v~: 
4 2 : a1~4~1~'~2(1 - - X )  sin l2T 0 ~ l  ~ ( D o v l ) +  alv l  . . . .  (57) 
which can be converted into the following ordinary differential equation: 
2^ 2^ 2 
( D o l ) l n )  + ¢.DnUln ~ - -  ~1~'~ 2 sin g T  o (58) 
n ~  
by Galerkin's procedure with vl = ~3~n(sin n ~ x ) ,  where ~o2n = n 4 for n = 1, 2, 3 , . . .  (In this work, 
results for n = 1 are emphasized, since these are the most important in practice [4].) In analyzing 
the particular solution of 6~n, we need to consider the following cases separately: (1) ~ is near % 
and (2) f~ is away from %.  The case in which ft  is near % corresponds to the primary resonance 
and is investigated in Section 3.3. For the present, it is assumed that f~ is away from % and the 
analysis is carried to higher orders. When fZ is away from %,  the general solution of V~n is given as 
61, ~ = A , , ( T , ,  /'2) exp ( j% T0) + A 1 sin FiT o + c.c. (59) 
where c.c. stands for the complex conjugate of the preceding term, and 
2 )  ~1~'~ 2 
A I =  ~ 7 - - - 2  a ) (60) 
represents the amplitude of the particular solution. Equation (46), together with its boundary 
condition (55), leads to 
e% = (u3x + vlxv2x ) = o/17r4(1 - x + S)~l ~2 COS ~ T  0 q- 2% "jT4~1~-~1..£40 sin f~T o (61) 
which represents the third order expansion of the axial elongation of the median line along the 
connecting rod. Substituting equations (56) and (61) into equation (49), the following partial 
differential equation for v 2 is obtained: 
4 2 
Ol 1 "IT D o v  2 + o t l v  2 . . . .  = ot 1 "n'4~1 ~-~2[(1 - x 4- S ) O l x ] x  c o s  f iT  o - 2% 7r4DoD1/)1 
4 
+ al Ir4~21 ~'- cos l IT  o sin FiT 0 + 2alTr /X4o~llIvlx ~ sin [~T o (62) 
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which can be converted into the following ordinary differential equation: 
2 ^  2 *  / \ { 1 - c o s n w  / 2 2 
Doo2n + o)no,n = - 2 j % ( D I A . ) e x p ( j % T o )  + \ / ~{~ sin(212To) 
- 17"17 
2 "~ 1 (1 + 2S)(nvr) s~f~-[A ~ exp(jw~ T O + j f~To) + f l~ exp(-jw,, T o + j12T,,)] 
4 
-- p.4,,~112 [(rtTr)2filn e x p ( j l ~ T  o - j w T  o - j ~ / 2 )  (nvr)22 A, exp(2jl~ To) ] 
1 (1 + 2S)(nvr)2Al~1 ~2 sin(212T0) 
4 
(63) 
using v 2 = 62~(sin n~rx), where an overbar stands for the complex conjugate of the corresponding 
term. Now, in analyzing the solution of this equation, we need to distinguish between the 
o) n following cases: (1) 212 is near %,  (2) 12 is near 2% and (3) ~ is away from 2w, and T .  The first 
case corresponds a superharmonic resonance, and is investigated in Section 3.4. The second case 
corresponds the principal parametric resonance which is investigated in Section 3.2. At the present 
oJ n time, it is assumed that ~2 is away from 2w n and T.  Under this condition, we must have D~A,, = 0 
in order to remove the secular term from the particular solution of 62~. This implies that the 
amplitude A n of the free oscillation term in the general solution of v~ (equation (59)) must be 
independent of the time scale T 1 -- et. The particular solution of UZn is then given by 
15., = A21 sin 2f~T o + A22 exp(jf~ T o + jo9 n To) + A23 e x p ( j 1 2 T  o - j %  To) 
+ A24 exp(2j12 To) + A25 exp(jf~ T , , -  jw,, T o - j w / 2 )  + c.c. 
where 
A21  = 
1 - cos n'n" ~ ' ~ 2  
n r r  ( w ~  - 4D., 2)  
~:1 ~,~2 
1 (1 + 2S)(nvr)2Al 2 2 
4 w~ - 412 
A,~  = (1 + 2 S )  2 2 An 
~- 4 ("" iT) ~i~., [ 0 ) 2  __ (('On -']- ,~)2] ' 
1 (1 v 2 ~Ztn 
A"-3 - 4 + 2 S ) ( n n ' ) ' s c t ~  [w2n _ ( w  n _ 12)2] , 
A, (nrr) 2 
A24- 2 w 2 - 4 ~  2 '  
and 
d n  
_ (12 _ %)2 - 60 n 







1 2.~ ( s in2nTrx]  
u 2 = - ~ ( n ~ ) v ; ~  x +  yg-g I (70) 
where t3~n is given by equation (59). 
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At this point, we pause and discuss some general features of this pattern of analysis. After a 
small, constant parameter e has been introduced, and solutions are expressed in uniform 
expansions based on this parameter. By using these assumed solution sequences, the equations 
describing the transverse and the axial deflection can be converted into a sequence of partial 
differential equations which can be solved easily, since they are linear due to the nature of the 
perturbation method. In solving these equations, the primary resonance arises first and then the 
principal parametric resonance. After these two resonances, several secondary resonances arise. 
In principle, it is possible to extend this analysis to study higher order resonances, for instance the 
superharmonic resonance which occurs when ~ is near w J 3 .  Hsieh [28] had extended the analysis 
pattern to study the superharmonic and subharmonic resonances of order 3. For the sake of 
brevity, only the first few resonances are considered here. In all cases, this approach involves a 
significant amount of symbolic computation. The present results were accomplished with a great 
deal of help from the computer-assisted symbolic manipulation program Mathematica TM. 
Although the primary resonance occurs first in the analysis, the principle parametric 
resonance is investigated first, since this pattern will simplify the analysis and make it more easily 
understood. The superharmonic resonance is presented after these two cases. 
3.2. Principal Parametric Resonance 
When the frequency ratio f~ is near 2%,  a principal parametric resonance takes place. To describe 
the nearness of ft  to 2%,  f~ is expressed as f~ = 2% + 2co- 1 where e 1 is the detuning parameter. 
At  the same time, the damping parameter/x2 is rescaled as/X, = e/x:. We first expand equations 
(25), (26) and (27) with these ordering relations, and then carry out the procedure described in 
the previous section. Since the computational work is routine, only a few essential results are 
presented in the following. The detailed solution procedure can be found in [28]. 
Following the same procedure described in the previous section, the first order flexural 
vibration associated with the connecting rod is described by equation (58). Consequently, the 
general solution of 6tn is given by equation (59). When solving the second order equation (63) for 
~72n, the following equation is obtained in removing the secular terms from the particular solution 
of ~32~. 
_2 jw , , (D1n . )  . 4 ( 1 -  2 2 -  - 2 l / x z w , A . n  - 2S)(nTr) (.o nAn ~ 1 exp(2jCrlT1) 
- -  2/x40(n~-)'%A.a~ exp 2/'~r~ r~ - j ~ = 0.  (71) 
Expanding equation (71) with A . ( T  1T2) = ~ exp(jq~), and separating the resulting equation into 
real and imaginary parts, we obtain 
a' = -/xzlnga - 2a~12x I sin 2d~ 1 + a(n'rr)2~l/x40 COS 2~b 1 (72) 
aq)' 1 = o-la - 2a~lA 1 cos 2~ 1 - a(n~)2~l/x40 sin 2q~ 1 (73) 
where the phase angle ~ and parameter A 1 are defined by 
qb t = 0-1 T1 - ~ ,  (74) 
(1 + 2S) (nTr)2n 2 (75) A I =  4 
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and the primes indicate derivatives with respect to the time scale T~. Periodic steady state 
t conditions are achieved whenever a ' =  a ~  =0 .  These yield the frequency response equation 
which takes the form: 
8 2 " [o-~ + n tx2, - (2~:,kl)- 4 2 2 2 - (n~- )  tx4 , ,g l ]a  = 0 .  (76) 
From this frequency response equation, it is noted that the trivial solution a = 0 is always a steady 
state response for this resonance. To determine the stability associated with this trivial solution, 
equation (71) is transformed into Cartesian coordinates by substituting A,, = (B R + 
jB~)exp( jo ' lT  I + 7TI ) ,  and the resulting equation is separated into real and imaginary parts. 
From the resulting two equations, the nontrivial solutions of B e and B~ are determined. From this, 
it is found that when 
g 2 3 ~ 9 9 
0" i + n / x ,  > sci[4A7 - (n-Tr-p%)-] (77) 
the trivial solution is unstable. Otherwise, it is stable. Figure 3 shows an example of a stability 
boundary in the s c - f ~  plane for this resonance. 
In order  to capture the effects of the nonlinearities, we need to rescale either the solutions or 
the parameters,  so that the nonlinearity will be included in the final equation describing the 
resonance condition. In order to achieve this, it is useful to note that this problem is equivalent to 
a simply supported beam subjected to both transverse and axial forces which arise from the same 
source. This source is the non-inertial frame in which the connecting rod moves, and these inertial 
forces are proportional to the length ratio ~:. Therefore,  the length ratio is rescaled in order  to 
extend the analysis to include the nonlinearity. 
The analysis is restarted by letting {: = E2~2 while keeping the damping parameters as given in 
equation (41). Expanding equations (25)-(27)  and their associated boundary conditions with this 
length ratio, and equating the coefficients of like-powered terms in E, a new sequence of linear 
partial differential equations is obtained. Following the usual procedure,  the equation describing 
the first order  flexural vibration becomes 
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Fig. 3. Stability boundary for the principal parametric resonance. 
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which admits the following solution 
61n = A n exp(jwnTo) + c.c. 
From this, the following ordinary differential equation describing the 




2~ 2~ 2 
Dot)an + OJnUan = - -  ~2~-~ 2 sin 12 T o -2 j%(D1An)exp( joJn To)+ c.c. 
nT"g 
( 8 0 )  
In analyzing the particular solution of O2n, w e  need to distinguish the following two cases: (1) f~ is 
near % and (2) f~ is away from co n. The first case is referred to as the primary resonance, which is 
investigated in Section 3.3. For the present, the analysis is continued to third order with the 
assumption that I~ is away from %.  Under this condition, D~A n = 0 must hold in order to remove 
the secular term from the particular solution of equation (80). This implies that the amplitude A n 
must be independent of the time scale T 1. In removing the secular terms from the equation 
describing the third order flexural vibration, the following resonance condition is obtained: 
4 
__2jwn(D2An ) . 4 Fl • 4 2 - --2JOgnn Id,22An q-2j --~ A,,/-£32- j(n~') P,4oAnAn 09 n 
2 4 O/3] + ~2(nvr)2/x%~A, exp(2jo-2T 1 - j v r / 2 )  + An(nvr ) n [%0/2 + a~ 
1 (1  2S)(nTr),21~.Anexp(2jo.2T1)_[8_(.~+2 2- + 1S/ (nvr)2 j (nvr)2n4A2~t  = 0  (81) 4 n 
where f~ = 2 + 2e2o.2. Expanding this equation with A n = ~ e x p ( j ~ ) ,  and separating the resulting 
equation into real and imaginary parts, yields 
1 n 2 
a '  -= --/'/4/d,22a -- ~ ( n v r ) 4 t . l , 4 0 n 2 a  3 + ~ - ~  /d,32a --  2a~2A 1 sin 2dO 2 + aP,4o~2(nT"r) 2 c o s  2402 ,  (82) 




A3-~- T (nTF)2(0/10/2 q- 0/1°L3) '  
(84) 
(85) 
402 = o"2T2 - a i r  (86) 
and primes indicate derivatives with respect to the time scale T 2. The steady state condition can be 
obtained by letting a'  = a402 = 0, which leads to the following frequency response equation: 
a 2 4 1 4 2 
n t.22 + -~ (nTr) 1~4oWna 7 p% + (o" 2 - a2a 2 + AB)e 
, , 4 . 2  2 ] 
--  ( 2 ~ 2 A 1 )  2 --  ~n"gF) ¢2['£4o/ = 0 . ( 8 7 )  
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In addi t ion  to the trivial response ,  a = a~ = 0, it is now possible  to solve for  the nontr ivia l  solut ions 
of  a 2. These  are given by: 
(a~)2= ~ [-/+V~--km], (88) 
(a3)2= ( 1 )  [ _ l _  ~ -  km] , (89) 
where  
I(e#) 1 k = (n~r) 4 + A ~ ,  (90) 
l = ( #4,, 
[ 4 A 2 "~ "~ z ,~4.~- 2 2 m = n #2_, - #32 + (o-2 - 3) - 4~:2A~ -- t nTr) ¢2#4° • (92) 
In o rde r  for  ampl i tudes  a z and a 3 to be real ,  the t e rm inside the radical  must  be  posi t ive or  zero.  
This  implies  that ,  in o rde r  to p roduce  a sustained nontr ivial  s teady state response ,  the magn i tude  
of  the  forcing must  be  large enough  to o v e r c o m e  the effects of dissipation.  Specifically, the 
fol lowing must  hold 
2 , ,4,2 ~ 4 (93) O-2-q-A3~I"= 2~2Al) + tn~r~¢2tx~0+ /z22n -- /x32 
for  the exis tence of  (a2) 2, and 
" e , , 4 . 2  2 4 n (94) 
o-2 + 2% < - F  = - 2~22h)" + tnrr) ~'2#40 #22/7 -- #32 
must  hold for  the exis tence of  (a3) 2. F r o m  the e igenvalues  of  the Jacob ian  mat r ix  associa ted  with 
equa t ions  (82) and (83),  we obta in  the following conclusions:  
(1) when  @ > - A  3 + F there  is only one response ,  the trivial one,  and it is s table,  
(2) when  - A  3 - F < o-. < - A  3 + F. the trivial solut ion becomes  unstable ,  while a 2 exists and is 
s table ,  
(3) when  @ < - A  3 - F a  3 exists and is unstable ,  while the trivial solut ion and a 2 exist and are 
s table.  
A n  e x a m p l e  f requency  response  of  a vs. ~1 de t e rmined  f rom equa t ion  (87) is p lo t ted  in Figure  4. 
R E M A R K S .  Be fo re  leaving this section,  a few points  should be made .  First, we c o m p a r e  the 
l inear  and non l inear  results. If  one  neglects  the effects  of  shear  de fo rma t ion  a 2, ro ta ry  inert ia  % ,  
the fr ict ion force in t roduced  by elastic de fo rma t ion  ( i .e . ,  t he / ,4  a 3 te rm)  and the bear ing  d a m p i n g  
#3, then  equa t ions  (82) and (83) b e c o m e  
a' = -n4#zea -2as~2Ai s in(2~e)  + a#%~:z(n~-) 2 cos(2~2)  , 
a ~ ;  = o-2a - Aea 3 -- 2aA~ s¢2 c o s ( 2 ~  2 ) - a#4,f2(n~r) 2 s i n ( 2 ~ 2 ) .  
(95) 
(96) 
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Fig. 4. Frequency response equation for the principal parametric resonance. 
In consequence,  the frequency response equation becomes 
2 r /  4 x2 9 4 2 2 
a l l ,  n /z22 ) + (o" 2 - Aza2) z (2~2A1)" - - ( m r )  ~ e ~ 4 0 1  = 0 .  (97) 
It is clear that equations (76) and (97) are identical in their linear parts. To show this, substitute 
tx22 = etx2~ and ~2 = f f ~ l '  into equation (97). Then equation (97) reduces to equation (76) as a 
approaches zero. Moreover ,  the equation describing the variation of the amplitude of the response 
(equations (72) and (96)) are of the same form. The difference between the linear and nonlinear 
analyses appears in the equation describing the variation of the phase angle (P2 (equations (73) 
and (96)). This implies that the primary effect of the nonlinearity is to affect the phase angle. 
From another  point of view, the nonlinearity affects the rate at which energy is driven into the 
system. In the absence of nonlinearity, the response is unstable when the parameters are located 
inside the unstable regions, and according to the linear theory, the amplitude will grow without 
limit. However ,  this increasing amplitude will be accompanied with a change of phase angle due to 
the presence of the nonlinearities. A new steady state condition will then be achieved when the 
energy put into the system is balanced by the energy dissipated by the damping. This is typical of 
results obtained from nonlinear Mathieu equations [26]. 
Fur thermore ,  consider the main nose of instability, that is, the region in which the trivial 
solution becomes unstable. If we substitute the trivial solution a = 0 into equation (97), equation 
(76) is recovered. Therefore ,  as expected, the same region of instability of the trivial solution is 
obtained from the linear and nonlinear analyses. 
Finally, consider effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia, which are included in the 
parameter  A 3. The shear deformation and rotary inertia terms, although linear, do not show up to 
the first order  solution. However,  they do contribute in the higher order analysis and affect the 
response by shifting the instability region along the frequency axis to the left by a constant amount  
which is independent  of the amplitude of the response (see the (A 3 + o-2) term in equation (83)). 
3.3. Pr imary  Resonance  (~) ~- ¢o ) 
The case in which the frequency 12 is near w n, i.e., the primary resonance, is now examined. To 
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begin the analysis, reconsider equation (80) in Section 3.2, and assume that f~ is near w,,. 
Moreover, the damping parameter/z_, is rescaled as/z 2 = e/z2, and/.L 4 is rescaled as ~4 =/x~,. Under 
these conditions, in order to remove the secular term from the particular solution of 6~,,, the 
following must hold: 
- 2 j w , , ( D , A , , ) -  so2 K~2exp jo~T I - j  --21//.21/7~t,,0),,= 
/ 7 7 / "  ~ .  
(98) 
with f~ = w, + eo'~. Expanding this equation with A,, = ~ e x p ( j ~ ) ,  and separating the resulting 
equation into real and imaginary parts, we obtain 
4 n~, a t = /~:n a -  - -  cos~ t  , (99) 
77" 
, nsC2 
a@ x = o-la + - -  sin ~l (100) 
"B" 
where ~ is given in equation (74). Following the same procedure as described in previous 
sections, the following frequency response equation is obtained: 
(n/z2~ + o-7)a- = . (101) 
Therefore,  the solution of the flexural vibration is approximated by 
v(x,  t) = ev , (x ,  t) + O(e 2) = e[a cos(f~ T,, - ~)] sin n~rx + O(e 2) (lo2) 
where a and qb are described by equations (99) and (100), respectively. The steady state value of 
cr I the phase angle ~ is given by tan q~s = ( ~ ) .  
Equation (101) is the frequency response of the primary resonance. We note that it does not 
contain any nonlinearity, and hence corresponds to the frequency response condition for a linear 
oscillator. This result implies that the ordering relation ~ = E2~2 fails to capture the nonlinearity in 
the analysis. 
In order to extend the analysis to include the nonlinearity, the length ratio s c is rescaled by 
letting ~ = e3 G. Moreover, the damping parameters /x 2, /x 3 and /x 4 are rescaled according to 
equation (41). Expanding equations (25), (26) and (27) with these new ordering relations, and 
following the procedure described in Section 3.2, we reconsider the primary resonance. To 
simplify the procedure, only the essential results are presented in the following analysis: a 
complete description of the analysis can be found in [28]. The equation describing the first order 
flexural vibration is given in equation (78), and its solution at first order is given by equation (79). 
The elimination of secular terms in the second order equation requires that (D~A, , )=  0. This 
implies that the amplitude of the transverse response is independent of the time scale T~. In 
removing the secular terms in the third order equation, it is determined that 
2 6 • 4 • 4 2 - - 2 j r o ( D j A , , )  + A,,(nTr) n (a'1% + cr,~ 3) _, - - 2lw,,n I.t~ A,, l(nTr) ¢o,,tz4,A,,A,, 
t ) 1 + 2j --911 /z3A - - + S (nvr)-' (n~')-n" 4~AT, A~ -,, _ j n-~d3 exp(jcr~ T~) = 0 (103) 7 7  n 3 - - 
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must hold, where f~ = % + e2o-2 . Expanding this equation with A .  = ~ e x p ( j ~ ) ,  and separating 
the resulting equation into real and imaginary parts, we obtain 
n4/x22 a 1 4 3 1.12 --~3 COS (I) 2 , (104) 
a ' =  - - g (n~-) t~40%a + ~ k%2a - nTr 
adP 2 = cr2a - A 2 a  3 q- A3a + ~--L3 12 ~" sin ~2 (105) 
where ~2 is defined in equation (86), A 2 is defined in equation (84) and A 3 is defined in equation 
(85). After few manipulations, the following frequency response condition is obtained: 
0% [A2 a2 ~3] + 4 1 4 2 
- - =  --  --  n /J'22 + g ( t l c r )  tZ4oOJna " ~  ~32 . (106) 
This equation indicates that the maximum steady-state response amplitude is given by 
2 4 1 4 2 
- -  ap n P.22 -~- ~ (n ' n ' )  ~.~4oO)nap ~-~ ~tL32 = 0 (107) 
and that it occurs at the frequency 
2 9 
f~p = % + e% = a~,, + • (Aza~, - A3). ( l O 8 )  
Since A 2 < 0 and A 3 > 0 for each individual mode, o-p <0 .  Therefore, the frequency response 
curves bend to the left. Figure 5 provides an example for this frequency response equation, which 
shows the usual ' jump' behavior associated with a softening nonlinearity. From Figure 5, it is clear 
that when a is located between points b and c, there exists more than one steady state response. 
Those steady state responses located along the b c  portion of the response curve are unstable, and 
hence will not be observed either in simulations or experiments. For frequencies between points b 
and c in Figure 5, the initial conditions will decide the steady state response. Saddle node 
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Fig. 5. F requency  response  equat ion  for the pr imary  resonance.  
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The solution of the transverse vibration of the connecting rod v(x ,  t) can now be approxi- 
mated by 
U(X, t) = ffUl(X, t) ÷ O ( f f  2 )  = e[a cos(f~T 0 - qb)] sin nTrx + O(e 2) (109) 
where a and ~ are described in equations (104) and (105), respectively. 
REMARKS.  Before proceeding to the next section, there are a few points which should be made. 
First, we again compare the results from the linear and nonlinear analysis. By neglecting the 
effects of shear deformation, rotary inertia, and the friction parameters/x3 ' and/x4, ' in equations 
(104) and (105), we obtain 
a'  = - n / x 2 a -  - -  cosqb, (110) 
, nsC3 
a ~  2 = o-a + A2a 3 + - -  sin q9 (111) 
7/" 
The resultant frequency response equation takes the form: 
a2[(o-2 - a , a - ) -  + ( n  ] = t - - J ,  • (112) 
Basically, the equations describing the variation of the amplitude of the response (equations (99) 
and (104)) are exactly the same. The only difference between linear and nonlinear analyses 
appears in the equations describing the variation of the phase angle (equations (100) and (105)). 
Moreover, the frequency response equations (101) and (112) coincide with each other in their 
linear parts. To show this, substitute /z2~ - = e/x2~, so3 = e~: 2 and o- 2 = e~r l into equation (112). Then 
equation (112) reduces to equation (101) as a approaches zero. This implies that when the 
response amplitude is small, linear theory works well, as expected. However, as the response 
amplitude increases, the nonlinearity affects the system by changing the rate at which energy is put 
into the system. As a consequence, a new 'dynamic equilibrium' will be reached when the rate at 
which energy put into the system is balanced by the rate of energy dissipation. 
It is clear that shear deformation and rotary inertia, included in A3, do not show up in the first 
order solution. They do affect the primary resonance by shifting to the left the entire backbone 
curve, which is locus of the peak amplitudes associated with the frequency response curves, an 
amount of 12 = t% + O(E2). 
3.4. Superharmonic  Resonance (212 ~- w n) 
In analyzing the particular solution of U2n in Section 3.1, it was assumed that the frequency ratio 1) 
to n 
was not near 2% or ~ ,  and we then proceeded to analyze the equations of higher order. In the 
o) n current section, the superharmonic resonance case in which the frequency ratio 12 is near 7 is 
investigated. To consider this case, the frequency ratio f~ is expressed as 2~ = (% + co- 1). The 
damping parameter P~2 is rescaled as P~2 = eP~2,, and the parameter P~4 is rescaled as P~4 = P%- 
Equations (25), (26) and (27) are expanded with these ordering relations, and the procedure 
described in Section 3.2 is repeated. The first order ftexural vibration associated with the 
connecting rod is described by equation (58), and the general solution of t7~n is given in equation 
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(59). The elimination of the secular terms from the particular solution of 02, , requires that 
_ 2 j % ( D 1 A , )  . 4 l & 4 0  "~ - 2jn ix2~%A ~ + ~ ~ l ( n r r ) %  exp( j~r i r l )  
(1 +2S)(n~r)  2 exp jO-lT O j + - = 0  (113) 
nTr/ 2 6 
Expanding this equation with A ,  
imaginary parts, yields the following equations: 
a' = -n4tzzla + -~- ( nTr )~  sin ~1 - - -  3(1 - cos nlr) - 2 - -  cos (I) 1 , 
24nw n 
a ~  l' = csa + -~tx4" ( n ~ / r ) ~  COS I ~  1 -~- ~ 3 ( 1  - -  COS n"B ' )  - -  2 n" sin ~1 
= ~ exp(jXP), and then separating the result into real and 
(114) 
(115) 
where IJ~ 1 is given in equation (74), and A 1 is defined by equation (75). After few manipulations, 
the following equation is obtained for the frequency response associated with this superharmonic 
resonance: 
o, s ~ ~ 4 w,, 3 ( 1 - c o s n ~ - ) - 2 - -  . (116) a-~tn/z2, + c r l )=  E1 (?PJ'r) + (24--n~) 2 n 
Figure 6 provides an example for this frequency response. For 11 near 7 ,  the response of the 
flexural vibration can be approximated by 
u(x,  t) = ev l (x ,  T o, T 1 , T2) + O(E 2) = e[A 1 sin I1T o + a cos (2f~T 0 - ~)]  sin nrrx + O(e 2) 
(117) 
where A 1 is given in equation (60), while a and the phase angle qb are described by equations 
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R E M A R K S .  Equation (117) is the first order  approximate solution to the fiexural vibration 
associated with the connecting rod near fl  = 1. Note that this solution consists of two parts, 
corresponding to the homogeneous and the particular solutions. A simple calculation of the 
eigenvalues associated with these steady state responses indicates that the homogeneous solution 
is stable for P-2, > 0 .  Hence,  a stable steady state superharmonic resonance exists under quite 
general conditions and the response is the sum of two periodic functions. The particular solution 
is, of course, of frequency ~ ,  while the homogeneous solution oscillates with frequency 2~.  The 
magnitude of the homogeneous part of the response is proportional to the square of the length 
ratio ~:t, while the particular part of the response is proportional to sc~. This implies that the 
homogeneous  solution vanishes more rapidly than the particular solution as the length ratio ~: 
approaches zero. This result is expected, since due to the kinematic constraints, higher harmonics 
becomes more prominent  for larger length ratios. 
This resonance arises from the 2~ harmonics of the external and parametric excitation terms, 
and nonlinear effects are not included in the analysis at this order. To include the nonlinear 
effects, it is necessary to carry the analysis to higher order. 
4 .  D i s c u s s i o n  
In this section, the results from Section 3 are summarized and the effects of the length ratio ~:, the 
frequency ratio ~ ,  the mass ratio S, and the damping parameters ~x 2,/x 3 and fL 4 on each resonance 
are discussed in turn. 
4.1. Effect of the Length Ratio 
As was mentioned in Section 1, an increase of the inertial force is primarily responsible for the 
failure of the traditional, linear dynamic analysis. In this problem, the acceleration components  a x 
and % and, consequently, the inertial forces, are proportional to the length ratio ~: (see equations 
(3) and (4)). The general solution of the first order linear flexural vibration problem is given as a 
combination of the particular and homogeneous solutions. The magnitude of the particular 
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solution is proportional to ~. If no resonance occurs, the free oscillation term will decay to zero, 
and hence the steady state response contains only the particular solution. Therefore, the 
amplitude of the response will be proportional to the length ratio for nonresonant cases. In the 
case of the primary resonance, the peak amplitude of the resonance is proportional to ~ (equation 
(107)). Figure 7 shows the effect of ~: on the primary resonance. The frequency at which this peak 
amplitude occurs depends upon the square of the magnitude of the particular solution, i.e., is 
proportional to ~e (equation (108)). 
In the case of the principal parametric resonance, the width of the frequency region in which 
the trivial response becomes unstable is also proportional to ~ (equation (77)). Figure 8 shows the 
effect of the length ratio on the main nose of instability. We note that, in Figure 8, the width 
between the transition curves increases as ~ increases. Figure 8 also shows the effect of the length 
ratio on the amplitude of the nontrivial responses. It is seen that, as expected, the amplitude of 
the stable non-trivial branch (emanating from point b) increases as ~ is increased. 
In the case of the k th order superharmonic resonance, the magnitude of the non-zero 
homogeneous solution is proportional to ~k. Hence, the k% harmonic of the response will become 
more prominent for large values of ~. This can be predicted from linear theory, but quantitative 
results require the use of a method such as the one employed herein. 
4.2. Effect of the Mass Ratio S 
The effect of this parameter is not immediately clear. Generally speaking, it acts as a primary 
source of nonlinearity in the system. In the case of primary resonance, a slight increase of S will 
cause a significant increase of the value of ¢p, the value of detuning at which the peak amplitude 
occurs. To make this point more clear, consider the following cases: S = 0 and S = 1. The 
frequency corresponding to the peak amplitude of the primary resonance is shifted to the left by 
an amount e2~rp. When there is no mass attached to the slider end, the value of o-p is given by 
(~r 2 15) ~.2 
(°-P)S=° = 3 8 8 (118) 
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for the first mode (n = 1). When S = 1, the value of o-p becomes 
rr 15 ) ~r e 4 4 "/7" 7 / "  
(%)s=,  = 3 8 8 8 - (%)s-0  8 ' (119) 
A rough estimate of the difference between these two values of % shows that (o-p)s= ~ is about 
eight times the value of (o 'p)s~ o. Moreover,  this ratio will increase as the value of S increases 
beyond 1. This implies that the value of % is very sensitive to the value of S. Figure 9 
demonstrates this influence of the mass ratio S on the primary resonance. 
The mass ratio S affects the principal parametric resonance by increasing the width of the 
main noise of instability, as shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the amplitude of the nontrivial 
homogeneous response associated with the principal parametric resonance. It is interesting to note 
that, although the instability region is widened by increasing S, the amplitude of the stable, 
nontrivial branch is decreased. The physical reason for these features is the following: The slider 
mass provides a periodic inertial end load which helps destabilize the system in the usual way 
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resistance through the nonlinear foreshortening effects of bending. The slider friction plays a 
similar role, as described in Section 4.3. 
In the superharmonic resonance, S has a very interesting effect on the response. In this case, 
the component  of the steady-state response with frequency 212 has an amplitude of a s, given in 
equation (116). The left hand side of equation (116) is independent of S, so that the dependence 
of a~ on S can be obtained by considering the right hand side of equation (116). Based on this, we 
find that a s reaches a minimum with 2A~ - 3n2(1 - cos nTr) = 0. Figure 12 shows the dependence 
of a, on S for the first mode. Note that a ,  decreases as S increases from zero to about 0.11, and 
then a, increases as S increases beyond 0.11. This implies that a proper  choice of the mass ratio 
can help in suppressing the amplitude associated with the 212 component  of the response near this 
superharmonic resonance. 
4.3. Effect of  Damping Parameters tz:, tz3 and tz 4 
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the pr imary resonance case, the presence of /~2 in the frequency response equations (101) and 
(112) reduces the peak amplitude of the system, as indicated in Figure 13. In the principal 
parametr ic  resonance,  the width of the main nose of instability decreases as the value of/~2, is 
increased; see equation (76). Moreover ,  the amplitude of the response decreases as the value of 
P'2~ is increased; see equation (87). The small change in /z 2 used in Figure 13 yields a very slight 
reduction in the width of the unstable region and in the amplitude of the nontrivial response 
branches. For large increase in ~2, the width of the main nose of instability reduces to zero for a 
specific value of 4L In the superharmonic resonance, the amplitude of the free oscillation term 
decreases as the value of / - t~ is increased (equations (116)). These observations show that the 
presence o f / ~  has a favorable effect on the response for all the resonances considered here. 
The bearing friction #3 has an adverse effect on the overall response of the system. This can 
be shown by considering the negative sign associated with parameter/.L 3 in the frequency response 
equat ion of each resonance case. The presence of this paramete r  implies a constant positive 
energy flux from bearing friction, which in turn implies an increase in the ampli tude of the 
response.  The reason for this is that the relative angular motion associated with each joint (points 
A and B) is constant at first order. The presence of P~3 will thus cause a constant frictional momen t  
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shows the influence of ix 3 on the pr imary resonance. The same increase in/.~3 has no perceptible 
effect on the principal parametr ic  resonance. From these two cases, it is seen that the influence of 
t% on each resonance case is not very significant, although the effect is negative. 
The effect of the friction pa ramete r  ~4, which is used to model  the friction between the slider 
mass and its contact surface, is complicated. In order to have a clear picture regarding the effect of 
ix 4 on the response,  it is useful to consider the nature of this friction force. The slider friction force 
is composed  of the actions of the rigid body motion as well as the elastic deformation.  When the 
response ampli tude is small, slider friction is mainly composed of the friction introduced by rigid 
body motion.  As the value o f /x  4 increases, slider friction increases. This results in an increase in 
the axial force acting on the connecting rod and, consequently,  the response ampli tude increases 
and the possibility for parametr ic  resonances is enhanced. From this consideration, it appears  that 
ix4 has an adverse effect on the response. This can be observed in the second order superharmonic 
(Ft ~ ½ ) resonance (equation (116)). Moreover ,  the width of the main nose of instability associated 
with the principal parametr ic  resonance increases slightly as the value of ].L 4 is increased (equations 
(93) and (94)). However ,  an increase of the response amplitude is accompanied by an increase in 
the foreshortening induced by the transverse displacement v(x, t) of the connecting rod. The 
componen t  of the friction force associated with this deformation acts as a resistance to further 
deformat ion,  and hence it also has a favorable effect. The net effect of  these competing effects can 
be observed in the principal parametr ic  resonance,  as shown in Figure 15. From this figure, it is 
seen tha t /x  4 has a favorable effect on the response amplitude, while it also has a slight tendency to 
increase the width of the main nose of instability. Figure 16 shows that the friction pa ramete r  1J.4 
has a favorable effect on the pr imary resonance. This is caused by the friction force introduced by 
large elastic deformation,  and no parametr ic  instability occurs near  pr imary resonance. 
4.4. Effect of Shear Deformation and Rotary Inertia 
In this work,  the effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia are included in the pa ramete r  A 3 
(equation (85)). Their  effects do not appear  in the first order solution and, in all resonance cases, 
only appear  in a higher order  approximation.  In the pr imary resonance,  the presence of shear 
deformat ion  and rotary inertia affect the frequency response curve in such a way that the locus of 
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the peak amplitudes, i.e., the backbone curve, does not originate from %. The entire backbone 
curve, including its zero amplitude origin, is shifted to the left by a constant amount of O(e 2) 
which is independent of the amplitude of the response. In the principal parametric resonance, the 
A 3 term causes the center of the region in which the trivial solution becomes unstable to shift to 
the left by an amount of O(e2), while the width of this region remains unchanged. The effects of 
shear deformation and rotary inertia are very small and hence the profiles associated with these 
two resonances are almost unchanged where A 3 is neglected. Shear deformation and rotary inertia 
do not affect the superharmonic resonance in which ~ is near ~". 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, the flexural vibration response associated with the elastic connecting rod of an 
otherwise rigid slider crank mechanism has been investigated by using the method of multiple 
scales. Similar perturbation methods, such as the regular expansion method [12, 15] and the 
method of averaging [10, 11], have been applied to study mechanism system. However, all 
previous investigations have provided only linear results. In particular, analyses of the stability 
associated with the steady state response and detailed studies of the nonlinear resonances have not 
been carried out. 
Two different models have been used to study this problem. The dynamic behavior of the 
connecting rod described by a single nonlinear ordinary differential equation, obtained by direct 
modal truncation of the partial differential equations, is considered in [20]. This procedure follows 
the works by Viscomi and Ayre [4] and Badlani [15], although the effects of bearing and slider 
friction are included in [28]. Extensive simulations results are given in [20] which verify the 
validity of the approximate solutions for ~: <0.1.  In the model presented in this paper, the 
dynamic response of the elastic connecting rod is described by a set of partial differential 
equations. The following conclusions are drawn by comparing the present results with those in 
[20]: (1) these models provide the same results in the linear part, (2) they also provide the same 
qualitative results in the nonlinear part, and (3) the distributed parameter model provides a 
stronger nonlinearity than lumped parameter models. Moreover, the mass ratio S is the only 
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source of the nonlinearity in the lumped parameter model, while for the distributed parameter 
model, finite deformation effects provide a source of nonlinearity in addition to the mass ratio S. 
A detailed discussion of this comparison is given in [28]. 
The results presented in this investigation represent a successful extension of previous efforts 
in that the effects of nonlinearities have been analyzed in a systematic manner. The major 
drawback of this approach is that tedious manipulations are involved in analyzing the higher order 
resonances and the results are useful only over a limited parameter range, in particular, ~ must be 
small. Also, the analysis of a mechanism with two or more flexible elements becomes unreason- 
ably complicated for such a treatment. 
With the advent of high speed computers, the finite element approach becomes more and 
more favorable for specific design purposes. However, like most numerically based approaches, 
the finite element approach can only provide pointwise information in parameter space. A recent 
finite element study [31] used more than one hundred simulations with a commercially available 
package to obtain a single response curve. In contrast, an analytical approach provides important 
information regarding the influence of various system parameters on the response, and furnishes 
theoretical explanations for some of the nonlinear phenomena associated with these systems. 
Future work in this area can be separated into several distinct directions. This analysis can be 
directly extended to study the elastic behavior associated with the flexible coupler of an otherwise 
rigid four-bar mechanism. Moreover, the effects of off-set, an applied force on the slider mass, 
and out-of-plane deformation can be included. A detailed study of the slider crank mechanism 
with low frequency ratio ~ and large length ratio ~ is also recommended, since this is a parameter 
range which may be amenable to asymptotic methods and is important in applications. Moreover, 
the inclusion of multimode solutions and intermodal coupling should be considered in a nonlinear 
analysis. The phenomenon of internal resonance [26] between modes can be examined in this 
context. Systematic experimental studies, such as the recent work of Beale et al. [19], should also 
be carried out. 
As for the general improvement in the analysis techniques for elastic mechanism problems, a 
more thorough understanding of the inertial force is required. In all previous analytical works, the 
dynamics of the flexible link is formulated relative to a coordinate system that follows the rigid 
body motion of the beam. This approach presumes an infinitesimal strain and is sometimes 
referred to as the shadow beam approach. For large overall motion and strains, geometrically 
exact formulations should be employed. Recent results from Simo and Vu-Quoc [32, 33] may 
prove useful for this extension. 
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